DRAUGHT

Available in pint, liter, or pitcher
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Green Man ESB (Asheville)
$5.00 $9.00 $16.00
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Hi Wire Lager (Asheville)

$5.00 $9.00 $16.00

Perfect break from the typical craft madness. Light in body, crisp aroma/flavor profiles. 100% German pilsen malt, lightly hopped.

Highland Big Briar Tart Raspberry (Asheville)

$5.00 $9.00 $18.00

Rare lemon candy El Dorado hops pair impeccably with the fresh pureed raspberries! Slightly tart and sweet, but approachable!

Highland Mandarina IPA (Asheville)

$5.00 $9.00 $18.00

Flooded with mandarin peel and juicy pacific rim hops creates tropical fruit notes and a citrus juiciness that is unlike any IPA!

New Belgium Juicy Watermelon (Asheville)

$5.00 $9.00 $16.00

This brand new seasonal brings the summer out with heavy watermelon, key lime, and papaya flavors in this amazing golden ale.
Noble Village Tart Cherry Cider (Asheville)
12oz $5.00 $9.00 $18.00
Only the freshest NC heirloom apples are used in Noble ciders!! Tart green apples and subtle dark cherry flavor, great dry finish

Oskar Blues Dale's Pale Ale (Asheville)

$5.00 $9.00 $18.00

The original craft can! This super hopped up pale ale will make you rethink the definition pale ales and IPA's, this is a serious pale!

Sierra Nevada Summerfest Crisp Lager (Asheville)

$5.00 $9.00 $18.00

Czech inspired pilsner, this very crisp and spicy hop profile meld incredibly well with a slight sweetness of lemon, honey, and malt
Wicked Weed Freak of Nature Double IPA (Asheville)
8.5% ABV 12oz
$6.00 $11.00 $20.00
Drinking this is the same as running through a pine forest, sticking your head into a pile of wet hops, and then biting into the fresh
(rind and all) of a tangerine! Exciting and accurate 99 rating on ratebeer.com and A+ rating on beeradvocate.com

Wicked Weed Barrel Aged/Sour Rotational Tap (Asheville)

Ask server for details/pricing

One of Asheville's finest breweries. Their sours/barrel aged accolades vary from regional, national, to world gold medal brews.
***The Bier Garden is more than happy to offer small samples to try any of our draft selections, for this reason we do not
discount draft beers off bills for consumers that “do not like” their selection. Sorry for the inconvenience and we absolutely
encourage sampling if you are not familiar with a particular style or brand. Thank you for understanding!

Anderson Valley Wild Turkey Bourbon Barrel Stout (CA)

14oz
$6.50 N/A N/A
This luxurious stout, is aged for a minimum of 3 months in Wild Turkey Bourbon barrels. Superb brew with a deep ebony poured
color and bright mahogany head. Nice espresso, toffee, and vanilla notes thanks to the infusion of the Wild Turkey barrel.

Angry Orchard Cider (OH)

$5.00 $9.00 $16.00

Bells Two Hearted Ale (MI)

$5.50 $10.00 $18.00

Sweet and tart green apple flavors. Semi-dry soft carbonation finish, with a lingering jolly rancher green apple aroma
B. Nektar "Zombies take Manhattan" (MI)
12% ABV 7oz
$8.50 N/A N/A
The infamous and rare imperial "zombie killer!" A fantastic mead that then ages in rye whiskey barrels for an additional 14
months with honey apple wine and brandy soaked cherries added during the barreling process. Perfect 100 point ratebeer.com!
A beautiful golden IPA that’s very mild and smooth. Hints of citrus aroma, dry hops, mixed with a slight grapefruit taste.

Birdsong Jalapeño Pale Ale (NC)

$5.00 $9.00 $16.00

This English style pale is made with fresh seeded jalapeños to add a more earthy and aromatic feel to this brew than the spicy
punch you typically get from peppered ales. Great biscuit malts add a smooth and full body finish to this well balanced pale ale.

Brooklyn American Pale Ale (NY)

$5.00 $9.00 $16.00

Just an easy drinking, simple brew, no bells and whistles, no hipster wearing snobbery about this flavor and that. Made for every
craft drinker to enjoy its simplicity. Lightly hopped and malted, diamond bright flavor, goes down easy like all beer should.

Dogfish Head 60 Minute IPA (DE)

$5.00 $9.00 $18.00

Gold medal winning brew with 60 different hop varietals added over a 60 min period. Melon, orange, and mint leaf aroma/taste
Freehouse Foxtrot Saison (SC)
14oz $5.50 N/A N/A
This slyly funky fox of an wild ale changes from slightly sour -> slightly funky -> super dry -> then just vanishes off the palate.
Guinness Irish Stout (Ireland)
20oz
$6.00 $9.00 $16.00
Brewed from the same recipe since 1759, Guinness possesses a robust full flavor taste, a smooth creamy head, and a rich finish.

Lagunitas IPA (CA)

$5.00 $9.00 $16.00

Probably one of the first, if not, the first "West Coast IPA." Big juicy grapefruit flavors and aroma, finishes piney and dry.
Leipziger Rauch (Smoked) Gose (Germany)
7oz
$7.00 N/A N/A
This is masterly crafted and invented the "Gose" style! Smoked wood, coriander, pine needle, and lemon flavors/aromas.

Lo-Fi Blueberry Wheat (SC)

$5.00 $9.00 $18.00

Former partner of Pisgah brewing! Lightly dosed blueberry in this well represented German style wheat. Smooth layering flavors
with a heavy blueberry aroma, but only mildly blueberry taste as the malt takes center stage on this summer driven brew.

Sam Adams Summer Ale (MA)

$5.00 $9.00 $16.00

Perfect for summer, great citrus notes, some pine resin, and big malt forward backbone for a smooth finish. Light, easy drinking

Weihenstephaner Hefe-Weiss (Germany)

$6.00 $11.00 $20.00

If you want to know what the best interpretation of a German wheat is, and what the Germans actually drink... this is an
absolute must try. Perfect 100 point rating from just about any website that rates beers. Yeah, it really is THAT good!
Wyndridge Pear Cider (PA)
12oz $5.50 $11.00 $20.00
New and exciting cider to the Asheville market! Summer is here with fresh PA Bartlett pears and heirloom apples harvested
directly from the Wyndridge farms! All natural; no sugars, sweeteners, or artificial anything is added to any of their ciders.

